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ABSTR4CT 

Tqe complex shear modulu~ of both kaolin-water ~nd bentonite-

water mixtures has been determined in the laboratory . The method 

involved measuring t he reaction on a torsiopal elastic wave 

prop~gated down a metal rod when the rod was immersed i n sediment , 

Observ~tions were made over the frequency r ange two to forty-three 

kHz . Disper sed sedim~nts behaved like Newtonian liq4ids. Undispersed 

sediments, however, wer e viscoelastic in character, and their shear 

moduli exhibited no dependence on f requency. For undispersed 

4 
kaolin mix tu1;es, a t yp ical result is (21.6 + i 1.2) x 10 dynes 

per square centimeter a t 32 percent concentration. In bentonite, a 

modulup of (4 . 6 + i 2 . 0) x 105 
dynes per square centimeter at 19 

percent concentrat ion i s representative . 
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1. Introduction 

Knowledge of the acoustic properties of ocean sediment is 

important for both shallow water sound propagatiQn ana the bottom 

bounce mode of sonar operation. 

Because the exact character of the ocean bot~om is largely 

unknown, most physical models assume it to be a multilayered liquid. 

Bottom loss prediction, then, requires solving the relatively si~ple 

boundary value problem of a compressional wave incid~nt on a liquid~ 

liquid interface. 

Such liquid bottom models, however, often yield reflection loss 

predictions which disagree with experiment (1). In sqme cases, better 

agreement is achieved by assuming a viscoelastic model for bo~tom loss 

predi<;:tion. 

Although the boundary value problem is t~en more complex, wi~h 

both a compressional and a shear wave tr~nsmitted, it is solvable. 

Therefore, useful results could be obtained fr~ a viscoelastic model 

if the shear modulus as well as the viscosity of the sediment were 

known. 

However, it is difficult to determine these parameters in an 

independent way. Longitudinal sound propagation studies do not provide 

values of the shear modulus. Moreover, the only other direct prop• 

pgation method, the Stonely wave technique usep by Bucker (\), is 

limited to low frequencies. 

Research conducted by Lt. Hutchin 'S at this instit~tion demonstrpted 

the feasability of measuring the shear modulus and viseosity of simulated 

ocean sediment. Values of these quantities were obtpined over th~ narrow 

freq~ency range, 38.3 to 38.9 kHz. 
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The purpose of the research here reported wa s twofold: first, to 

extend the range of measurement down to those freq uencies of interest 

i n sonar applicat i ons, and second, t o study a variety of simulated 

sediments over this broader range. 

2. Theory and Method of Measurement 
. . ~ .. 

(a) Genera 1 

The measurement method involves propagating a torsional wave 
.r. 

down a cy l indrical metal rod imbedded in sediment. Measuring the 

reaction to the shear wave generated in the sediment by the twisting 

rod surface allows determination o f the sediment's shear modulus 

and viscosity. Two t y pes of propagation are used, travelling waves 

(pulse method) and standing waves (resonance method). For both types, 

the shear motion is generated by a piezoelectric tors i onal oscillator 
. '.t · ~ . 

mechanically coupled t o a stainles s steel rod. 

Following McSkimim's hypothesis (13) , plane shear waves of the 
. ..... 'l . s 

f 
.. u - u· _ol...(' .l.(wt:. tk z) 

orm >< - 0 e. e progaga t ing into an infinite medium 

are assumed . The x direc tion is parallel to the circumference of 

the rod; the z di rect ion is vertical. 

If the sediment were so l id, its shear modulus would by given by: 

G j(/s , where ~ i~ shear stress, and S is shear strain. In a liquid 
•\ J t 

sediment , the sh~ar v i scosity coeffic i ent wou ld be ~ = 7/s 
Assuming a viscoelasti c sediment, both G and ~ are complex (11). 

+ i. G~ 
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c
2 

= 0 in a los s less solid· 'Tl = , 2 0 in a Newtonian liquid. Because 

for plane simple harmonic waves, 
• u)< =- i. w U.x 

' 
"Ylc - ~wS = ~.i G y{ - cw 

Hence, Gl =w}) ... , G2 =wY}, . 
The specific acoustic load impedance of the sedim'rnt on. the 

rod, z, is given by Z ='lux , and for plane shear wav~~:~ is (13). 

Z = j TT f fun> Y) 
1 

( I + .l) = R + i. X 

Where R and X are the specific acoustic resistance and react~nce 

of the sediment. 

Substitution 'Tlc for 'Tl, and separating rea.l and imaginary 

parts, yields 

whence, 

Thus, determining snear moduli and viscosities reduces to 

measuring R and X. 

(b) Pule Method 

In this me thod devised by McSkimin (13) , a pulse train, 

propagated down the rod, is reflected from the rod's free ends. In 

trav~lling the length of the rod, each pulse is attenuated and undergoes 

a phase shift. Imbedding the rod in sediment introduces a mechanical 

load impedance at the surface of the rod, and there results addi~ional 

attenuation and phase shift. 

Letting: 6A = total change in attenuation in nepers. 

6B =total change in phase in radians, 

11 



it i,s shown (equation A3 of the appendix), that 

z ;: ft{OD Vo Q.. 

Lf "(\ 1 
(6(1-i.llB) := R +-£X 

where vo = the veloc ity of shear propagation in the unloaded rod. 

a = the radius of ~he rod. 

n = the number of the echo observed. 

1 = the length of rod covered by sediment. 

AA may be computed from the change in atten~ation in db, A~, between 

the unloaded and the sediment "imbedded rod. Similarly, /). B may be 

found from the change in propagation speed of the torsional wave as 

measured using an interference method. The quantity actual ly measured 

is /:lf, the change in :E,requency necessary t o bring the echo and trans-
'· ·. 

mitted pul.~e back into phase. 
I • . · ~ ~ 

' Frotn equations A4 and A6 of the appendix: 

, where tlo is 

the length of the rod. 

(c) Resonance Method 

In this method , based upon the work of Mason (10), the same 

torsional transducer - rod combination is driven in a continuous wave 

. m~de, e'xci ting standing waves on the rod. The rod-transducer system 

i~ represe~ted by an eq~ivalent electrical circuit consisting of a 

' 
capacitance, C, in parallel with a resi stance RE (or conductance GE). 

Resonance, when the r od has a true standing wave, ~s the frequency of 

maximum GE. 

At each resonance mode, input electrical conductance, is 

measured , first in a i r, and then with sediment loading. This allows 

calculation of the change in equivalent parallel electrical resiptance 

12 



at resonance,6~. The change in resonance frequency for each mode, 

~f, is also recorded. Mason has shown that (10): 

!JR£ = k:., Rr q,.,J !J.f': k~ Xr 

where K
1 

and K
2 

are constants which are functions of s~pposedl~ fixed 

physical parameters. These constants are determined from measurements 

on Newtonian fluids of known viscosity. (~n a Newtonian fluid, ~2 = 0: 

therefore, RT = XT). RT and XT are the total impedance presented to 

the rod by the sediment. 

Then: 

where l is the length of rod covered by sediment. 

3. Equipment and Procedures 

(a) Equipment 

The driving force for torsional oscillations use~ in this 

exper~ment was one of four hollow barium titanate cylinders, having 

resonant frequencies of 14.2, 18.7, 28.9, and 38.3 kHz. (~ee Appendix 

B). Each cylinder was cemented to a staintess steel base, ~inch long, 

and of the same diameter as the crystal. Each base had a t in~h 

diameter, ~ inch long e~posed screw thread machined at one end (see 

Figure 1). 

Two ~ inch stainless steel cylindri~al rod~ were machined to 

accept this screw thread; therefore, a tight mechanical joint allowed 

a transdll:cer - rod comb:i,nation to execute torsional,. oscillations. 

Stainless steel was used because it does pot corrode wlHm inunersed in 

sediment for long periods. 

Both rods were polished on a lathe with 320 and 600A abrasive 

pap~r. This was followed by further smoothing with rouge and a buffing 

wh~el, and finally with hand polishing. 
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One rod was s o l id, one meter in length, and squared at its 

free end. The other was _part ially hollow, nineteen centimeters in 

length, and tapered at one end, (see Figure 3). Because coupling 

between transducer and rod must be constant, one transducer was 

mechanically coupled t o each rod for the duration of the experiment. 

The two inch, ~ inch diamter transducer was used with the long rod, 

while the short rod was driven with a 1~ inch, ~ inch diameter 

transducer. 

The long rod was supported top and bottom by needle pivots 

inside a 6 . 8 em inner diameter water jacket. The bottom pivot 

rested in a retractab l e slide secured to a brass plate with a locking 

pin. The plate wa s in turn fastened to the jacket wi th machine 

sCrews. ThiS r~trac.table slide facilitated placing the rod on the 

bottom pivot. "O" r ings prevented leakage at the two metal to me t al 

junctions (see Figure 2). 

The short tapered rod, suspended f rom a stand by fine wire, 

hung within another water jacket, 21 em long and of 15.3 em inner 

diameter. 

Both jackets were wrapped i n fiber glass to prevent heat loss. 

Additi'onally, a removable cover was made for each to reduce convection. 

Water circulated i n both jacke ts f rom a 24.5°C thermally controlled 

0 
bath; the larger jacke t maint ained a 24.5 ± .05 C t emperature and the 

0 
smaller jacket one of 24 . 1 + .05 c. Jacket tempera t ure was monitered 

with a thermocouple. 

The pulse me t hod equipment setup is shown in Figure 4. The 

sinusoidal signal from the osc il lator is connected in parallel to 

a frequency coun t er and to a t one burs t generator . Providing a 

14 



phase reference for cancellation, this signal is also directed through 

the attenuator to the oscilloscop~;. The 600 opm re$istive atten1.,1at~;>r 

is controlled in 0.1 db steps, while the five deca9e counter is 

operated on a ten second g~te. 

The tone burst generator directs two signals to the input gate. 

First is an eight or sixteen cycle sinusoi9al main pulse, accompanied 

by a -40 db ripple during the pulse-off time. Second is a gating 

signal whose polarity changes with generator switching. 

The input gate attenuates the ripple voltage to 84 db below 

the main pulse. This is sufficient attentuation to prevent masked 

echoes (see Appendix C). 

After being driven by the ampli f i ed main pulse, the transducer 

receives echoes from the rod; these echoes, in turn, enter the 

clipping circuit. The pulse repetition rate in the tone bu~st 

generQ.tor is sufficiently low to allow ·echo train decay to below 

the noise level. 

The clipping circuit clips the main pulse to the level of the 

echo being observed , This level is set on the variable power supply. 

Thus, main-pulse-caused oscilloscope saturation is prevented. 

Operated with a differential amplifier plug- i n unit, the ~ual 

beam oscilloscope is used to display, dr pendtng upon the sw:Hch selected, 

the echo tJ;"ain, the attenuated direct q-inusoid, or the di~ference of 

these two signals. Its main sweep triggered by the tone burst generatqr, 

the oscilloscope h~s a delayed sweep perqritting detailed obl;iervati.on 

of a single echo. 

15 
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The resonance method equipment setup is shown in Figure 6. The 

sinusoidal signal generated by the f requency synthesizer is amplified 

and connected in parallel to the counter and the admittance meter. 

Th,e ·five decade counter 'is ag·a in set for a ten second gate. 

The transducer is connected directly to the complex admittance 

mete.r. · Thi s meter reads the input e lectrica 1 conductance and sus-

ceptance of the transducer-rod sys t em. 

Regulated line voltage to all equipment is supplied by a constant 

voltage transformer. This regulation is necessary to reduce bo•t h 

overall noise level and frequency drift. The GENCO oscillator used 

5 for the pulse method drifts approx imately 3 parts in 10 per hour. 

On the other hand, the frequency synthesizer output is .stable to 

O.lHz over a period of several weeks. 

Ordinary s ound speed in the samples was mea sured with a pre-

viously existing apparatus consist i ng of (1 .) two barium titanate 

disk-t r;ansducer.s, one of which operated as a transmitter, the other 

as a receiver, (2) an oscillos cope, (3) a pulsed oscillator , (4) a 

time-mark generator, and (5) an amplifier, (see Figure 7). 

Time. marks, used to trigger the pulsed oscillator, are displayed 

on one channel of a dual beam oscilloscope. On the other channel is 

·di aplayed the amplified pulse received by the hydrophone. 

By measuring time delays fr om transmit ter to receiver, first with 

the ~ransducers in 25°C distilled water, and then in sediment, relative 

longitudinal sound speed is determined . The sound frequency was 0 . 95MHz. 

(b) Procedure. 

Because travel time between echoes must exceed pulse length, only 

the long rod was used for the pulse method, Following Prather (14), the 

16 



third, fourth, and fifth echoes were observed. Ad~itionally, as 

suggested by Hutchins (7), measurements were confine~ to the vicinity 

of transducer resonance, namely 23 to 32 kHz. 

Frequency and attentuation necessary for ~enter pul~e can

cellation were recorded, first in air, and then with the rpd immersed 

in each of four Newtonian fluids. Ethylene glycpl, cottonseed oil, 

and medium and heavy lubricating oil were used. Calculations were 

done by computer (see Appendix D, program PLSCAL). Approxima~e 

agreement between pulse-method measured viscosities and ~o~e m~asured 

with a Brookfield viscometer insured smoothness of the rqd. 

However, the pulse method was found to be accurate over a 

narrower frequency range than original~y anticipated, namely 5kHz. 

It was, therefore, abandoned in favor of the resonance method. 

For the resonance ~ethod, both rods were driven in a standing 

wave mode, and resonance frequencies as well as input electrical 

conductances at resonances were recorded. Measurements made in 

air and in the four above mentioned Newtonian fluids, together with 

Brookfield-viscometer-values of real viscosity, p~rmitted calculation 

of K
1 

and K
2 

for both rods. (See Appendix D, program KCAL.) The 

K values obtained as functions of frequency with each fluid were 

averaged to obtain the final values listed in Tables 1 and 2. 

For both rods, K
1 

was not frequency independent. In addition, 

to being a function of fixed parameters such as length and radius 

of the rod, K
1 

depends upon transducer electromechanical coupling. 

At rod-transducer resonan~es away from the transdvcer's fundqmental 

resonance, end effects occur. These end effects are caused by a non

uniform polarization field and slight assymmetry in electrode placement; 

in turn, end effects cause coupling variation. 

17 
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TABLE 1. 

'' 

Frequency 
Kl K2 in kHz 

2 .9 888. .000643 

5.8 58.9 .000626 

8.7 12.1 .000569 

10.1 6.86 .000567 

13.0 2 .68 .000567 

14.3 2.28 .000623 

17.2 1.65 . 000660 

20.1 1.28 .000685 

23.0 .992 .000558 

25.9 .800 .000596 

28.8 .855 .000554 

31.7 . 952 .000531 

34.6 1.10 .000542 

37.5 1.17 .000651 

40.4 1.21 .000710 

43.2 1. 93 .000799 

45.9 3.55 .000645 

Re~onanc e Method: Average Values of K
1 

and K
2 

for the One Meter Rod 
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Frequency 
in kHz K1 K2 

5.6 248. ,00550 

12.8 17.7 .00563 

18.7 1.48 .00323 

24.1 2.20 .0053~ 

42.8 1.16 .00374 

49.5 3.16 .00554 

TABLE 2. Resonance Method: Average Values of K and K
2 for the Nineteen Centimeter Rod 1 

19 
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Thus, while constant at a specific frequency, K was not 
1 

constant over the range of interest• K
2 

also exhibited variation 

with frequency, although not as severe as that of K
1

• However, 

the criterion of no variation in K
1 

and K
2 

at a particular frequency 

was met. 

Standing waves were excited over the entire short hollow rod 

at 5.6, 18.7, 31.7, and 42.8 kHz. For those resonances occurring 

at 12.8 :, 24.2, 37.9 , and 46.9 kHz, standing waves appear primarily 

over the solid upper portion. In all, this sol id -hollow-s olid rod 

is a complicat.ed vibratory system. The resonances at "31.7 and 37.9 

kHz exhibited anomalous behavior, and were not used for further 

measurement. 

1 • • ~ 

(c) Sediment Preparation 

A variety of clays were used in this experiment. Two were 

kaolin, N.F. (aluminum disilicate), a major constituent of shallow 

water sediment. Of these two, one was in col loidal powder form. 

Grain size analyses of these kaolin clays, performed by the Naval 

Civil Engineering Laboratory, Port Hueneme, California, appear 

as Figures 8 and 9. 

The other two clays were primarily bentonit e which, unlike 

kaolin, is expansive. Specifically, these .two were "Fuller 's earth", 

for which a grain size analysis appears as Figure 10, and "Quik- Gel", 

a commerica l bentonite of greater purity than Fuller's ear th, and 

marketed by Baroid division of the NationalLead Company. 

All sediments were prepared in the same manner. Dist illed water 

was added to a known weight of dry material . After stirring to produce 

20 



homogeneity, the mixture was boiled until it appeared outgassed : 

Then the mixtu~e was weighed, and the pe~centage concentration 

of solids by weight was obtained. Finally, the mixture was trans-

ferred to pne of the water-jacketed pipes while still warm. 

Kaolin mixtures were transferred to the long pipe, and were 

poured around the rod. Pushing the long rod, with its blunt end 

and bottom pivot support, into already poured sediment led to un-

repeatable observations. Bentonite mixtures were poured into the 

short jacket. The short tapered rod was then pushed into the 

sediment. Because of its tap~r and overhead suspension, the short 

rod could b~ so inserted. 

As the approximate volume of the jackets was known, approximate 

densities and porosities could be calculated. Porosity is the per-

centage of voids per unit volume, and is given by: 

p = [ X /OO'?o 

The sediment was allowed to settle under gravity, and clear 

water, when it appeared, was removed on a daily basis. Measurements 

were taken on alternate days, starting one or two days after the 

sediment was poured. The computer was again used for all ~alculations 

(see Appendix D, programs RESCAL and MELES). 

Finally, after removing the sediment from its jacket, its 

longitudinal sound speed was measured. Then, a sample of known volume 

was taken, weighed and dried to allow a more exact dete~ination of 

concentration, density, and porosity. 

4. Results and Conclusions 

No sediment here observed was completely stable; the height o{ 

any particular column of sediment decreased with time. However, in 

21 
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I• :' P :. 

only cerfaf~ mi~tures ~as this d~crease . ei t~er greater . ~han one per-

cent or accompanied by collec tion of clear water at the top. In the 
, I' 

below dis,c~ssion, .those sediments where t \"lis decrease was small will 

b~ referred to as sta~le . 
'~· I 

The colloidal powder ka ol~n and water mixtures wer e stable, 
I • 

and appeared watery. In all cases, these sediments had a negligible 

G
1

.; moreover, as shown in Figure 11, a typical result, c
2 

ipcreased 

linear ,ly ~ith frequency . A~ such, within experimental accuracy, 

, colloidal powder sediment.s appeared to be Newtonian fluids. 
' . ' 

As G
2 

=WT1
1

,11
1 

was determined by fitting a least sq~are:s line, 

. requi_red to pass through the origin, to a plot of ?
2 

vsW (see Appendix 

pf prpgrall\ ~LE~).. Viscosity values, determined by least squares fit 

to 17 data points over the range 2 .9 to 43.2 kHz, appear in Table 3. 

Viscosity value s obtained by direct avera ging agree with those 

determined -by fHting. The standard deviation of each set of 17 

viscosity measurements used in averaging is also shown in this table. 
( '' 

Non-colloida l kaolin sediment was measured in pure form (kaolin 
. 'l ( . 

and distilled water ) and with addi tives. Results appear in Table 4. 

In pure sediment , values obtained for both G
1 

and G
2 

exh ibited no 
l ~ • 

trend with frequenc y. As such, it appears that both shear moduli 

are, within experimental accuracy , frequency invariant . However, 

as can be seen from the large standard deviat ions, G
2 

values were 

extremely scattered; G
1 

values were in general less spread. A 

typical set of data points is plotted in Figure 12. 

Because this mud-like non-colloidal kaolin sediment exhibited 

much greater damping than the col loida l, rod resonances at frequencies 

22 . 
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Average Density 
Concentration 

% by Weight _gms /cc 

45.3 1.28 

45.3 1.28 

48.3 1.38 

N 48.3 1.38 
w 

48.7 1.39 

TABLE 3. Measured Real Viscosities: 

Prosity cSED Settling Mean Standard 

~R Time Viscosity Deviation 

% Days Poise 

70 --- _2 .086 

70 .98 3 .087 

67 -- - 2 .213 

67 --- 3 .211 

67 --- 4 .194 

Kaolin N.F., Colloidal Powder and Water at 24.5°C. 
Values are the average of 16 measurements over the 
frequency range 2.9 to 43.2· kHz. 

Poise 

.028 

.028 

.060 

.058 

.052 



Additives Average Densi ty Prosity 

~ Concentration 
% ·by Weight gms/cc % cwATER 

None 31.4 1.24 86 
~1. 9 1.24 86 
32 .1 1.26 86 
32 .1 1.28 86 .99 

None 39.1 1.31 81 

None 44.4 1.35 75 . 97 

Calgon : 0.8 31. 0 1. 21 84 
gms/liter 31.0 1. 22 84 

31.0 1.22 84 .98 

Calgon: 0.7 
gms .liter . 31.7 1.26 85 
Table Salt : 32.0 1.27 85 
31.5 parts per 33.6 1.27 85 .99 
thousand by 
weight 

Sand : 1/3 dry 28 .8 1.22 88 
weight; or, 31. 8 1.25 86 
9. 7% of wet 33.8 1.27 84 
sediment weight 35.0 1.29 84 . 98 

TABLE 4(a) . Measured Shear Moduli: Non-Colloidal Kaolin and 
0 water at 24.5 C. Values are the average of 14 

measurements over the frequency range 8.6 to 43.2 
kHz . 
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Settling 
Time 

Days 

1 
3 
5 
7 

2 

2 

1 
3 
5 

2 
4 
6 

2 
4 
6 
8 

TABLE 4(b) 

Gl 
104 Dynes 

2 per em 

8.00 
9.98 

21.6 
26.6 

54.8 

67.9 

.074* 

.089* 

.065* 

14.6 
19.9 
26.6 

3.47 
13.6 

9.58 
13.7 

Standard 
Deviation 

.97 
1.17 
1.9 
3.4 

7.4 

14.5 

.036¢ 

.032¢ 

.020¢ 

1.7 
3.0 
3.7 

1. 70 
2.5 
1.59 
2.0 

G2 
104 Dynes 

per em 

1.06 
.89 

1. 20 
2.85 

9,.68 

16.6 

.75 
1.26 
2.35 

3. 79 
3.62 
3.0~ 
2.90 

2 

* Average measured real viscosity in poise 

¢ Standard deviation of viscosity measurements 

25 

Standard 
Deviation 

.~n 

. 76 
~ 78 

1. 20 

4.36 

6,9 

. 72 

. Y6 
1.44 

1.22 
1.37 
1.06 
1.07 



Sediment 
Composit ion 

"Fuller's 
Earth" 
and Water 

"Fuller's 
Earth" 
and Water 

"Fuller's 
Earth" 
and Water 

"Quick-Gel" 

TABLE 5(a) 

Average Density Porosity 
Concentration 

% by weight gzns/cc % 

14 . 0 1.06 95 

14 . 9 1.09 94 

14.9 1.10 94 

19.0 1. 09 92 

19 .0 1.12 92 

19. 0 1.13 91 

31.8 1.09 75 

11.1 1. 06 95 

11.1 1.06 

11. 1 1. 07 95 

11.1 1. 07 95 

Measnred Shear Moduli: Bentonite Sediments at 
24 . 1°C 

/ 
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c7 Settling Frequency G1 G2 
Time 105 Dynes 105 Dynes 

Water Days kHz cm2 cm2 per per 

1 18.7 .08* 
24.1 .04* 
42.8 .04* 

3 18.7 .10* 
24.1 .07* 
42.8 .07* 

.99 5 18.7 .20* 
24.1 .10* 
42.8 .08* 

1 18.7 1.5 .55 
24.1 1.5 .27 
42.8 1.0 .29 

3 18.7 4.6 2.0 
24.1 4. 7 1.4 
42.8 5.3 1.9 

.99 5 18.7 3.9 2.5 
24.1 4.8 1.6 
42.8 5.2 1.4 

.96 1 18.7 24. 10. 
24.1 16. 7.7 
42.8 21. 11. 

1 18.7 2.2 2.1 
24.1 1.9 1.8 
42.8 2.3 1.1 

3 18.7 2.4 2.6 
24.1 1.9 1.9 
42.8 2.4 2.2 

5 18.7 2.0 2.9 
24.1 1.8 2.1 
42.8 2.0 3.2 

' 
. 98 7 18.7 2.3 3.6 

24.1 2.2 2.6 
42.8 2.5 3.5 

TABLE 5 (b) 

*Measured real viscosity in poise 
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far f rom t r ansducer resonance were of too low a conductance t o peri]ll t 

measurement . Hence, the frequency range was narrowed to 8 .6 to 43. ~ 

kHz. 

When t he deflocculating agent, Calgon, was added to non- co lloidal 

sediment , i n the amount 0.8 grams per liter , the mixture wa s di s persed. 

It then appeared watery and became more stable . As in the case of 

colloidal sediments, measurement indicated the mixture was a Newtonian 

fluid. 

Adding 35. 5 parts per thousand by weight of table sa lt to this 

defloccul a ted mixture again caused i t to be mud-like and unstable. 

Shear modul i were similar in value to those obtained before dispersal, 

and agin did not vary with frequency. 

By adding distilled water to a mixture two parts kaolin to one 

part sand by weight, the l as t sediment shown in Table 4 was formed . 

The sand used wa s uniform; 99% of the particles were between .59 and 

.84 millime t ers in diameter. This sediment was highly uRstable ; 

data taken h ours, vice days, a part showed shear moduli variation. 

Tabulated values are the avera ge of several measurements t aken over 

a three hour period. Again, thi s sediment was mud- like, and i ts 

modul i appeared, within experimental accuracy, frequency independent. 

All bentonite sediments were comparatively stable after settling 

for two days .. With one exception, they were extremely mud- like and 

formed rheopectic gels. With their larger moduli, they exer t ed grea t 

damping on the short rod; therefore, measurements were confined t o 

three frequencies relatively close to transducer re·sonance . 

Re sults appear in Table 5. There, shear moduli are seen to be 

larger than for kaolin , "Quik- Gel", at low concentration , yielded 

the same order of magnitude moduli a s higher concentration Ful l er's ea r th, 
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The one low concentration "Fuller's earth" sediment measured 

appeared to be watery, stable, and to be a Newtqnian flui4. Thus, 

measured viscosity vice shear modulus is tabulated. 

5. Discussion of Error and Limitations 

For the long rod (kaolin sediment), erro~ in Gl was 10%, and 

error in G
2 

was 25%. This error was determined from reproducibility 

of observed values. That is, using average K values, the viscosity 

of the four Newtonian liquids was measured. Values obtained, when 

compared to known values, yielded the above figures. 

The variation leading to thes~ errors results from several 

practical limitations . First, stainless steel, although non-corrosive, 

is relatively insensitive to loading. M'oreover, it has a temperature 

dependent shear modulus. Use of a less dense steel alloy with a smaller 

temperature coefficient would improve accuracy. Sensitivitry could be 

further improved by using a completely hollow rod, polished inside as 

well as outside. 

Second, because the rod transducer system was of high electrical 

susceptance, the admittance meter often saturated at frequencies 

greater than 25 kHz. To prevent meter saturation, conductance values 

had to be read on a less than optimum scale; in turn, ~his led to 

difficulty in determining resonance frequency. This diff~culty could 

be overcome by designing a conductance meter such that its performance 

would be independent of susceptance. 

Fortunately, qowever, most sediments here observed offered 

sufficient damping to lower Q's to values on the order of several 

hundred. Therefore, GE was correctly measured in spite of frequency 
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uncertainty . Hence, the larger sediment resistance was more precisely 

determined than the smaller reac tance, and G
1 

was less uncertain than 

In addition to these practica l limitations, short rod measure-

ments were also limited by sediment settling. Because the short rod 

was not of uniform cross-section, the length covered by sediment was 

critical. During calibration, the rod was always covered to the same 

length, and K values were consistent. However, because sediments 

settle, thi s same length of rod was not always covered by sediment, 

and moduli obtained are only accurate to 35%. 

This resonance method is also limited by validity of the 

assumption of plane waves propagating into an infinite med ium. · 

Assuming a solid model, the shear wave length in sed iment, ~ , 

is given by : 

At 10 kHz, near the lower end of the r ange of interest, us ing the 

density of water as an approximation to sediment density, ~ is 

-4 ~ 6 
approximately 10 G2

, For G = 10 , the largest value here reported, 

~ is appr oximately 0 . 1 em . The radius of curvature of the rods 

was approxima tely 0.6 em. Since for plane waves, ~ should be much 

less than the radius o f curvature, this method is inapplicable for 

6 
shear modul i greater than 10 . However, the plane wave as sumption 

is more valid either at higher frequenci e s or for lower order of 

magnitude moduli. 

On the other hand , the infini t e medium assumption was completely 

valid , The attenuation coeffic i ent , ~ , f or plane shear wave is 

given by Mason (10) a s : 
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At 1 kHz, using the density of water which is the lower limit 9f 

sediment density, and using 3 poise, the upper limit of measured 

viscosity, ~ is on the order of 30 nepers/cm. Equivalently, the 

shear wave is attenuated to 1/e of its initial value in D3 em, a 

distance much less than the inner radius of ei~ jacket, 

Although kaolin and bentonite are major constituents, real 

ocean sediments are highly impure . As seen here, additives may 

radically change sediment acoustic properties. Therefore , the 

figures here reported are in no way meant to represent those found 

for real sediment. 

For comparison, Hamilton (4) and Bucker (1) reported moduli 

8 11 ~ 
between 10 and 10 dynes/em from calculations based on real sediment 

parameters. Hov1ever, calculations of longitudinal wave attenuation, 

based upon the shear modulus values obtained here, consistently agree 

in order to magnitud e with those measured in. apparently similar kaolin 

sediments by Hampton (5). 
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(a-) (b ) 

(c) 

f 
~II 

+ 
~II 

J, 

Figure 1. Barium Titanat e Transducer Electrode Placement. 
( a) Polari zati on (b) Dri vi ng 
( c) Stainless Stee] Threaded Support Stand 
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Needle Pivot and 
Support Stand 

Transducer 
Length = 2" 
Diameter = ~~~ 

' 
Soli d Stainles 
St eel Rod ............._ 
Lene t h = l m. 
Diameter = ~· · 

Thermocouple -

Needle 
Pivot---

Sediment 

Transducer 
-------:::::~--4~ EJtectrical 

Sediment 

Connection 

Temperature 
Controlled 
Water Outlet 

Fiberglass 

Copper Pipe 

Temperature 
Controlled 
vJater InlLet 

Retractable S1ide 

Figure 2.. Cutaway View. of Long Water-Jacketed Pipe and Transducer
Rod Combina-tion 
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Transducer 
Lengt h = 
Diameter 

Stad.nless 
Steel Rod 
Length = 19 
Diameter~" ...._ 

Fiberg~ass 

Stainless 
St eel Jacke 

Seam ---

Sediment A 
I 
R 

em 

l.L em 

± 
2 em 

Transducer 
Elect ricaL 
Connection 

Temperature 
Control1 Ad 
Water 
Outlet 

Water 
I nlet 

Figure ] . Cutaway View of Short Water-Jacketed Pipe and 
Transducer-Hollow Rod Combination 
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90 
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Figure 8 Grain Size Analysis of Kaolin N. F., Colloidal 
Powder: Performed by NCEL 
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Figure 9. Grai n Size Analysis of Kaolin, N. F. (non-colloidal): 
Performed by NCEL 
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Figure 10~ Gzrain Size Analysis of Dry "Fuller's Earth" : Performed by NCEL 
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APPENDIX 

(A) Pulse Method: Detailed Equations 

For torsional waves propagating down a radially symmetric rod, 

McSkimmin (13) gives the specific acoustic impedance at radial 

position a as: 

(Al) z-
Lfw 

where G is the shear modulus of the rod, ¥ =A + i B is the complex 

propagation constant (A is attentuation in nepers/cm; B is the phase 

2 
shift in rad/cm), and k 

In air, no shear stress at the boundary is assumed; therefore, 

both Z and 1\" are zero. Hence, in air, '(0 = ~ fl~oo 1 
w ~ A 0 t ""' 80 

In sediment, the impedance is not zero, and 

Letting 

and 

(A2) K :~.:: - ( Ao t J.. Ba)?.. +(A +-i 8)~ 

A 
0 

B 
0 

change in attentuation per unit length, 

change in phase per unit length, 

substituting (A2) into (Al), and ignoring second order terms, 

yields z f'RoD ;t Vo <:~. ( tJ A l - .i. b.8
1

) 

where V =~is the shear velocity in the unloaded rod. 
0 ~ 'frod 

Now, let l:lA = the total change in attenuation due to immersing the 
rod in sediment 

and 6B the total change in phase due to immersing the rod in 
sediment. 

Then, with length 1 of rod covered by sediment, and observing echo 

number n, the effective length of rod covered by sediment is 2nl 

So, b A l - ;_ b. B 1 
= 1 

( (J A - -~..· lJ B) and, 
d-tt.l 
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(A3 ) fRo() Vo tt ( tJ A - .i !JB) = R + .i X 
l.fnl 

is the impedance per unit length offered by the sediment. 

Calculation of ~ A: 

Mea s uring the attentuat i on c hange in db, Aol.., readi ly yields, 

(A4 ) !J. A = 

Calculation of V andlaB: 
0 

= 

Ass um ing the ve locity of shear propagation is frequency 

independent, a pulse propagating down the rod undergoes a phase 

shift ~ = W t, where t is the total time delay . 

t= ~f'llo , where 1
0 

is the rod's length . 

At a given frequency f , 
0 

dJ o -=- J. rr ~o ( .;t n 1} 
Vo 

For the echo and independently attenuated transmitted pulse to cancel, 

their r e lative phase must be the same _ The transmitted pulse :is 

always of t he same phase If cancellation occurred at f
0

, then 

cancellation a l so occurs at f , where </>m = f/;0 r ~Trm , many integer. 
m 

V may be calculated from the total frequency change necessary 
0 

to give m suc cessive /. lf radian phase changes in air . 

That is , C/> m == ;L IT f m ( ~ ~ l J = J. n{f'o ') ;
0 
l + ('fl) ; or , 

(AS ) Vo :: ?-. n l ( fm - fo) 
m 

Again, in air, for cancellation, (/)o = J.rff'o t With the rod in 

sediment , for cancellation, cPs = :> TT~ t ~ ~ Tr.fo t + b8 must be met, 

Hence, l'l B = :1 TT (fJ -Po) ~ n l 
Vo 

, or 

(A6 ) ~ B = '+ rr(l:1 P) n 1 
Vo 
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(B) Transducers. 

The torsional transducers were made from ~ and 3/4 inch barium 

titanate cylinders. After placing polarizing electrodes as shown in 

Figure 1, the cylinders were heated in a n oil bath to above the Curie 

temperature. A DC voltage in excess of 10,000 volts was applied and 

maintained as the cylinders were cooled to room temperature. 

Fine wire leads were then attached with conducting epoxy resinr. 

and silver paint was used to cover the attachment area as well as 

the remainder of the driving e l ectrode location. For added strength, 

a thin coat of non-conducting epoxy resin was then used to cover the 

leads, 

Resonance frequencies were checked against computed values to 

insure that only the torsional mode was exc ited. Electromechanical 

coupling coefficients from .12 to .27 were obtained. 

(C) Pule Method: Input Gate and Clipping Circuit 

A detailed diagram of the input gate and clipping circuit is 

shown in Figure 5. 

The sinusoidal pulse from the tone burst generator passes 

emitter follower, T
1

. A gating signal, also from the tone burst 

generator, controls switching transister, T
2

• During the main pulse, 

T
2 

is off, and the amplified main puls e is directed to the transducer. 

However, during the occurrance of the undesired ripple, the gating 

signal turns T
2 

on, and the ripple is grounded. 

The 6K resistor serves to isolate echoes from the 50 milliohm 

output impedance of the HP467A amplifier. 

The clipping circuit consists of t w,o normally reversed biased 

diodes: the bias l eve l is variable, and is controlled by the HP467A 
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power s upply. Unable to overcome this reversed bias, echos enter the 

oscilloscope. The much larger main pulse, on the other hand, f orward 

biases the diodes, and is clipped to the externally set bias level. 

(d) Programs 

On the following eight pages are programs PLSCAL, KCAL, RESCAL, 

and MELES . 
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.p-
\.0 

c 
c c 

c 

c c 
c 
c 

c 
c 

PROGRA M PLS CAL 
PROGRA M FOR PULSE METHOD CALCULATI ONS 
ETHY LENE GLYCOL, FIFTH ECHO 
DI MENSION FAIR(6l) ,FSEDC 6l) , ATAIR(61 ) ,ATSED(61),DELTAAC6l),DELTAB( 

C6l),R(61),X(61),ETAONE(6 1),ETATW0(61 ) ,GONEC61) GTW0 (61) 
FREQUENCY TO SIX SIGNIFICANT FIGURES, ATTENUATION TO 2 DEC. PLACES 
RE AD (5,100) FAIR 

100 FORMAT (8F10.1) 
FAIR, FSED, ATAIR, AND ATSED ARE READ IN AS ENTIRE ARRAYS. 
THEREFORE, DATA CAR DS CONTAINING ZEROS MUST BE INCLUDED FOR DATA 
VALUES BETWEEN M+l AND 61. THESE DATA CARDS MAY CONTAIN A~Y 
NUMBERS SINCE THESE DATA WILL NOT 8E PROCESSED. 
READ (5,100) FSEO 
RE AD (5, 101) ATAIR 

101 FORMAT (16F5.2) 
READ (5,1 01) ATSED 
ZETA=354257. 
ZETA IS ONE FOURTH TIMES RHO OF ROD TIMES VEL. OF SOUND IN ROO 
WITH AIR LOADING TIMES RADIUS OF ROO 

. 102 
c 

READ (5(102) N,XL, XLENTH,ROSED~M 
FORMAT Il,3Fl0.5,1 2 ) 
N IS ECHO NUMBER, XL IS LENGTH OF ROO IN CM, XLENTH IS LENGTH OF 
ROO COVERED BY SEDIMENT IN CM, ROSEO IS DENSITY OF SEDIMENT IN 
GMS PER CUBIC CM, M IS THE NUMBER OF NULLS READ. 
ZETMOD=(ZETA/N)/XLENTH 

c 
c 

c 
c 

c 
c 

WRITE (6,103) N,XLENTH,ROSED 
103 FORMAT (1H1,2HN=,I1,1BH LENGTH COVERED=,F5.2,10H 

WRIT E ( 6 ,104) 
RH OS EO=,F5.3 ) 

104 FORMAT llH0,1X,lHM ,4X,4HFAIR,8X,4HFSED,5X,5HA TA IR,5X,5HATSEO) 
DO 106 1=1,M 
WRI TE (bfl05) I,FA IR( I ), FSEO(I),ATAIR(l),ATSEO( I) 

105 FORMAT ( 3 , 2Fl0.1 ,2Fl0.2) 
106 CONTI NU E 

NOW FORM THE FREQU ENCY CHANGElDELF) AND THE ATT CHANGE (OELATT) 
AND PUT THESE DIF FERENCES INTO THE AIR ARRAY . 
DO 107 l=l, M 
FAIR(l)=fA I R(l)-FSED(I) 
ATAIR(I)=ATSED (l )-ATAIR(I) 
CONVERTING OELATT fROM DB TO NEP ERS, 8.6859=LOG E **2/(1~~ 
DELTAA(l}=ATAI R(I)/8.6859 
CALCULATING RE MAINING QUANTITIES 
DELTAB(I)={l2.566*N*XL*FAIR(I))/290947. 
R(I)=ZETMOD*DELTAA(I) 
X(l)=ZETMOD*DELTAB(I) 
GONE(I)=(R(Il**2-X(I)**2)/ROSED 



\J1 
0 

GTWO( 1)=2.*R( I )*X( I )/,ROSED 
ETAONE(J)=GTW0(1)/(6.283*FSED(I)) 

107 ETATWOCII=GONE(I)/C6.283*FSED(I)) 
WRITE ( 6 108) 

108 FORMAT CiH1,2H M,4X,4HFSED,4X,4HDELF,3X,6HDELATT,4X,6HDELTAA,4X,6H 
CDELTAB,6X,lHR,8X,lHX,8X,5HETA 1,6X,5HETA 2,6X,3HG 1,9X,3HG 2) 

DO 110 I=l,M 
WRITE (6~109) I,FSED(I)JFAIR(I),ATAIRfi),DELTAA(I),DELTAB(!),R(I), 

CX(I),ETAuNE(J),ETATWO(I ,GONE(IJ,GTWO(I) 
109 FORMAT (1HO,I2,F9.l,F7.1,F9.2,2Fl0.4,2F9.2,2Fll.4,2Fl2.0) 
110 CONTINUE 

END 



V1 ,_. 

c 
c 

c 
C. 
c 

c 
c 

c 

c 

c 

PROGRAM KCAL 
PROGRAM FOR CALCULATING KONE AND KTWO 
DIMENSION FAIR(20),FSED(20),GAIR(20),GSED(20)rDELRE(20),DELFR(20), 

COREL(20) 9 DFRL(20),S(20),X(20J,XKONE(20),XKTWOt20) · 
READ (5,100) FAIR 

100 FORMAT (8F10.2) 
READ (5,100) FSED 
FAIR,FSED,GAIR,AND GSED ARE READ AS ENTIRE ARRAYS,AND SOfDATA 
CARDS MUST BE SUPPLIED. EXTRA DATA,ALTHOUGH READ,WILL NO BE 
PROCESSED. M IS NUMBER OF DATA POINTS. 
READ (5,101) GAIR 

101 FORMAT (8F10.9) 
READ (5,101) GSED 
ETAONE OS THE REAL NEWTONIAN VISCOSITY IN POISE, ROSED IS THE 
DENSITY OF THE FLUID,XLENTH IS THE LNNGTH OF ROD COVERED. 
READ (5,102) ETAONE,ROSED,M,XLENTH 

102 FORMAT (2F10.6,12,F10.5) 
WRITE (6,113) 

113 FORMAT (1H1,55HMEO. LUBE OIL,! 1/2 INCH, 1/2 INCH DIAMETER TR~NSD 
*UCER) 

WRITE (6,103) ETAONE,ROSEO,XLENTH 
103 FORMAT (1HC,7HETA 1 =,F6.4,5X,8HRHOSED =,F7.4,5X,16HLENGTH COVERED 

C =,F6.3) 
WRITE (6,104} 

104 FORMAT (1HOt4X,4HFAIR,6X,4HFSED,20H G AIR IN MICROMHOS ,19H G SED 
CIN MICROMHO~) 

DO 106 I=l, M 
WRITE (6 1 105) FAIR(I) ,FSEO(I), GAIR(I},GSED(l) 

105 FORMAT ('f10.1,8X,6PF10.2,10X,6PF10.2) 
106 CONTINUE 

DO 107 1=1,M 
FORM RE=l/G AN D PUT IN G ARRAYS 
GAIR(I)=l/GAIR(I) 
GSED(IJ=1/GSED(I ) 
FORM DIFFERENCES 
DELRE(IJ=GSEO(IJ-GAIR(I) 
OELFR(I)=FAIR(I)-FSED(J) 
CALCULATING REMAINING QUANTITIES 
DREL(I)=OELRE(l)/XLENTH 
OFRL(I)=DELFR(I)/XLENTH 
S(!)=(ROSED*3.1416*FSEO(l)*ETAONE) 
X(l)=SQRT(S(I)) . 
XKONE(I)=ORELCI)/X(I) 

107 XKTWO(I)=DFRL(l)/X(I) 
WRITE (6,108) 
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108 FORMAT (1H1,4X.4HFSED,5X,6HRE AIR,4X,6HRE SE0,2X,8HDELTA RE,10H 
COELTA Ff20H DEL RE/L -DEL FR/L,5X,5HR = X,6X,3HK 1,7X,3HK 2) 

DO 110 =1,M 
WRITE (6,109) FSED(I),GAIRCil,GSED(I),DELREfi),DELFR(I),OREL(I),OF 

CRL(I),X(I) XKONE(I) XKTWO(I) 
109 FORMAT (lHO,F9.1,3Flo.O,FlO.l,Fl0.2,F10.5,F10.2,Fl0.4,F10.7) 
110 CONTINUE 

C AVERAGE THE K VALUES 
A=O. 
B=O. 
DO 111 l=l,M 
A=A+XKONE(I) 

111 B:B+XKTWO( I) 
C:A/M 
O=B/M 
WRITE (6,112) C,O 

112 FORMAT(lHO,l3HAVERAGE K 1 =,F8.6,5X,l3HAVERAGE K 2 =,FB.6) 
END 
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C PROGRAM RESCAL 
C PROGRAM FOR RESONANCE METHOD CALCULATION 

DIMENSION FAIR(20),FSED(20),GAIR(2Q),GSED(20) OELRE(20),DELFR(20), 
*DREL(20t 1 DFRL(20t,XKONE(20J,XKTWOC20t,RC20),X{zoJ,GONEC20t,GTW0(20 
*l,ETAONEt20),ETATW0{20) 

REA0(5,100) N,M 
C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES, WITH ONE SET OF AIR READINGS,G'S AND ETA'S 
C FOR SEVERAL SETS OF MUD DATA. A RUN IS THE CALCULATION OF G1 S AND 
C ETA'S FOR ONE SET OF DATA. M IS THE NUMBER OF DATA POINTS PER RUN. M 
C ~UST BE THE SAME FOR EACH RUN. 

100 FORMAT(212) 
READ(5 7 101) FAIR 

C FAIR ,FSED GAIR,K1 AND K2 ARE READ IN AS WHOLE ARRAYS,AND WHOLE 
C ARRAYS MU§T BE SUPPLIED.IF THE NUMBER OF DATA POINTS IS 17,READ IN 20 
C BITS OF DATA. THE LAST THREE NUMBERS OF EACH ARRAY ARE ARBITRARY AND 
C WILL NOT BE PROCESSED. 

101 FORMAT(8Fl0.2) 
READ(5,102)GAIR 

102 FORMATC8Fl0.9) 
READC5,103) XKONE 

103 FORMAT(8Fl0.4) 
REA0(5,102JXKTWO 
WRITE(6,104) 

104 FORMAT (1Hl,40Hl 1/2 INCH, 1/2 INCH DIAMETER TRANSDUCER) 
WRITE(6,105) 

105 FORMAT(lH0y10H M F AIR,8X,l3HG AIR IN MHOS,5X,3HK l,9X,3HK 2) 
00 107 l=l,M 
WRITE(6{106) I,FAIR(I),GAIRCI),XKONECI),XKTWOCI) 

106 FORMAT( HO,I2,F9.1,7X,Fl0.8,5X 1 F9.4tF10.7) 
C FORM REAIR=l/GAIR AND PUT INTO GAIK ARRAY 

107 GAIR(J)=l./GAlR{I) 
DO 109 l=l,N 
J=l+6 
WRITE{6,108) I,J 

108 FORMAT{lH0,4HRUN ,I2,8H IS FOR ,I2,23H MAY KAOLIN DATA) 
109 CONTINUE 

DO 119 J=l,N 
C DATA READ FROM HERE ON IS FOR A SINGLE RUN. THE NUMBER OF SETS OF 
C THESE DATA MUST MATCH ~. 

REAOC5,101) FSEO 
READ(5 1 102)GSED 
READC5,110) ROSEO XLENTH ' 

C ROSEO IS SEDIMENT DENSITY IN GMS/CC. XLENTH IS LENGTH OF ROO COVERED 
C BY SEDIMENT IN CM. 

110 FORMATC2Fl0.5) 
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WRITEC6{111) J 
111 FORMAT( HltlOHRUN NUMBER,I2) 

WRITE(6 11~) ROSED XLENTH 
112 FORMATC{H01 8HRHOSEO =,P7.4,5X,16HLENGTH COVERED =,F6.3) 

WRITE(6,11~) 
113 FORMATC1H0,10H M F SED,5X,l8HG SED IN MICROMHOS) 

00 115 1=1,M 
WRITE(6{114) I FSEO(I),GSEDCIJ 

114 FORMAT( HO 12,F9.1 7X,6PF10.2) 
C FORM RESED=//GSEO AND PUT INTO GSEO ARRAY 

GSEOCI)=l./GSEDCIJ 
C FORM DIFFERENCES 

DELRE(I)=GSEO(I)-GAIRCI) 
DELFR(l)=FAIR(I)-FSED(I) 

C CALCULATING REMAINING QUANTITIES 
OREL(It=DELRE(I)/XLENTH 
OFRL(I)=DELFR(I)/XLENTH 
R(I)=DREL(I)/XKONE(I) 
X(I)=OFRL(I)/XKTWO(IJ 
GONE(I)=(R(I)**2-XCI)**2)/ROSEO 
GTW0(1)=2.*RCI)*X(I)/ROSEO 
ETAONE(I)=GTWO(I)/(6.2832*FSE0(1)) 

115 ETATWO(I)=GONE(I)/(6.2832*FSEO(I)) 
WRITE(6 116) 

116 FORMAT f1H1,2H M,2X 1 4HFSE0,5X1 6HRE AIR,4X{6HRE SED,2X,8HDELTA RE,l 
*OH -DELTA F,21H Otl RE/l -uEL FR/L,6X, HR,7X,lHX,6X,5HETA 1,5X, 
*5HETA 2f8X,3HG 1,8X,3HG 2) 

00 118 =l,M 
WRITE(6,117) I,FSE0(1)1GAIR(I)1GSE0(1)10ELRE(I),OELFR(I),OREL(I),O 

*FRLCI),R(I),X(J),ETAONt(I),ETAIWO(I),GuNE(It GTWOCil 
117 FORMAT(lH0 1 I2,F8.1,F9.0,2FlO.O,FlO.l,Fl0.2,Flo.5,F10.2,F8.2,F9.4,F 

*l0.4,2Fl1.u) 
118 CONTINUE 
119 CONTINUE 

END 
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C PR OGRA~ MELIS 
C PR OGRAM FOR MEAN AND VARIANCE CAL CULATION AND LE AS T SQUARES FIT . 

DIMENSION X(l6J,Y(l6 ) , DIFX(l 6 ),DIFY(l 6 J , DIFSOX(l6),DIFSOY(l6J,PROD 
*(16) 

REA0(5,1 00) N,M 
C N IS NUMBER OF RUNS, A RUN IS THE PROCESS I NG OF ONE SET OF XAND Y 
C VALUES. M IS THE NUMBER OF DATA POINTS PER RUN, AND ~UST BE THE SAME 
C FOR EACH RUN. 

100 FORMAT (212) 
C Y IS THE SHEAR MODULUS,X IS FREQUENCY 

DO 113 1=1 N 
READ ( 5 10!) X 

101 FOR MAT l8Fl0.2) 
C X AND Y MUST BE READ AS ENTIRE ARRAYS. ARBITRARY DATA POINTS , WHICH WILL 
C NOT BE PROCESSED, MUST BE SUPPLIED,IF NECE SSARY,TO COMPLETE THE ARRAYS 

RE AD ( 5, 102) Y 
102 FORMAT (8F10.0) 

WRITE ( 6, 10 3) I 
103 FORMAT(1Hl,l1HRUN NUMBER ,12) 

WRITE ( 6 104) 
104 FORMAT ({ H0 ,2H M,2X ,10H FREQUENCY,3X,l 3HSHE AR MODULUS) 

SU MX=O. 
SUMY=O. . 
DO 1 06 J= 1 M , -
WRITE (6 ,lb5t J,X (J),Y(J ) 

105 FORMAT(l HO,I2, 2X,F l0.1 , 3X ,FlO.O) 
V=M 
SUMX=X(J)+S UMX 

106 SUMY=Y(J)+SU~Y 
XBAR=SUMX/V 
YI3AR=SUMY/V 
WRITE (6 107) XBAR,YBAR 

107 FOR MAT ({H0,7HXBAR = ,F7.1,5X , 6HYBAR =,FlO .O ) 
SUMX=O. 
SUMY=O. 
SUMXY=O. 
DO 108 J=l, M 
DIFX(JJ=X(J)-XBAR 
DIFY(J)=Y(J)-Y BAR 
DIFSQX(J)=OIFX(J)**2 
DIFSQY(J)=DIFY(J)**2 
PROD(J)=Y(J)*DIFX(J) 
SU~X=SUMX+DIFSQX(J) 
SUMY=SUMY+DIFSOY(J) 

108 SUMXY=SUMXY+PROD(J) 
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SQUARE=SUMY/(V-1.) 
S=SQRT(SQUAREl 
WRITE(6 109)SQUARE,S 
FORMAT({HO,llHVARIANCE = ·F12.0,10X,21HSTANDARD DEVIATION = ,F9.0) 
RAT=S/YBAR 
WRITE (6,110) RAT 
FORMAT(1H0,16HSIGMA/MU OF G = ,F10.7) 
ALPHA=SUMXY/SUMX 
BETA=YBAR-ALPHA*XBAR 
WRITE (6,111» ALPHA,BETA 
FORMAT(lH0,8HALPHA = ,F11.7,10X,7HBETA = ,F11.0) 
ZONE=BETA+(AlPHA*lOOO.) 
ZTWO=BETA+(ALPHA*50000.) 
WRITE(6,112) ZONE,ZTWO 
FORMAT(lHO,l3HG AT 1 KHZ= ,F10.0,lOX,l~HG AT 50 KHZ = ,F10.0) 
CONTINUE 
END 
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